
 High strength axle beam

 Induction hardened journals

 “PreSet” hubs from

 New style enclosed cams

 ‘Q’ quick release brake shoes

A new range of trailer axles with the proven  “PreSet” bearing 

system, new high strength axle beam and revised cam cover arrangement.

Available to fit any one of TMC’s extensive range of airbag or mechanical 

suspensions, the new range of axles has increased service intervals and 

hence less down-time and lower life cycle cost.

TMC PRESET BEARING TRAILER AXLES

TMC PRESET BEARING 
TRAILER AXLES

Up to 35% INCREASED AXLE BEAM STRENGTH



The new style cam cover arrangement from
provides greasing points at both 

ends of the tube ensuring better braking, 
longer cam life and significantly lower 
maintenance costs
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After undergoing rigorous testing 
TMC’s axle beam strength has been 
increased by up to 35 per cent using the 
latest technology materials for greater 
structural integrity and longer life

PreSet Bearing hubs provide  
a lower tare weight than conventional steel 
hubs as well as increased service intervals 
and lower life cycle cost

For a significantly lower tare weight, TMC 
10 stud 285 pcd axles can be equipped with 
CastLite drums - utilizing the latest in brake 
drum design and manufacturing technology 
from

A member of The                       Group
Due to our policy of continuous R&D, we reserve the right to amend specifications without notice or obligation.
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